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SCOPE OF THIS REPORT
This is IAG’s ninth annual Sustainability
Report. It outlines our approach to
developing a sustainable business, goals and
performance for the year to 30 June 2012. It
includes quantitative information for IAG’s
Australian, New Zealand, United Kingdom
and Thai businesses, and qualitative
commentary about all operations, including
joint ventures, as appropriate. A glossary
of terms, complete data summary and
assurance statement are included on our
website, as is further information about IAG
and our business.

In preparing this report, we have
responded to feedback collected from
our key stakeholders on our approach to
sustainability and the content and form
of our reports. This included meeting
the preference of the majority who
favour a stand-alone sustainability
report provided as a downloadable PDF.
This report complements the
economic and financial information
contained in IAG’s Annual
Review and Annual Report available
from IAG’s 2012 Reporting Centre.

AT IAG, RISK MATTERS. For insurers, the future is even more
important than the present. That’s because, unlike most other industries,
we price our products before we know their final cost. Our viability depends
on our ability to calculate risk based on what we believe will happen not
now, but days, months, even years from now. We must be exceptional risk
managers – considering tomorrow’s impacts on today’s decisions. That way,
we can deliver on our promise to help people manage risk and recover
from the hardship of unexpected loss. At IAG, we believe that risk matters.
REDUCING
ENVIRONMENTAL
RISK
>
■■

■■

■■

Worked to introduce adaptation
measures to help build more resilient
communities
Reduced IAG’s carbon emissions by 0.4%
to 65,135 tonnes CO2e, which included
the introduction of new emission
sources
Purchased carbon offsets enabling IAG
to meet carbon neutral target

MAKING
COMMUNITIES
SAFER
>
■■

■■

■■

■■

Agreed a new long-term programme of
initiatives, the Risk Matters programme,
aimed at reducing risk in the community
Increased community investment
by 11.5% to $9.7 million
Formed new community partnership
with NSW State Emergency Service
Awarded grants to 124 community
groups worth a total of more than
$747,000

See pages 21–23 for more
See pages 16–17 for more
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RESPONDING
TO CUSTOMERS
>
■■

■■

■■

■■

Paid over $6.5 billion in claims during
the year, which equates to $17.9 million
a day
Customer retention remained high and
policies and risks in force remained
stable
Introduced new frontline advocacy
measure to enable more meaningful
analysis
Introduced flood cover to customers in
those areas of Australia where it had not
been previously available

See pages 12–15 for more

BUILDING A
SUSTAINABLE
WORKFORCE
>
■■

■■

■■

■■

Introduced a market leading parental
leave initiative; a six week lump-sum
payment for Australian-based employees
who return to work after having a child
Employee initiated turnover decreased
and absenteeism stabilised
New enterprise bargaining agreement for
employees in our Australian businesses
received an 89.5% vote in favour from
our employees
Representation of women in senior
management roles increased

See pages 18–20 for more

During the 2012 financial year, IAG continued to track well on the majority of the
indicators used to measure its sustainability. We also took steps to further evolve
our programme of initiatives that support our sustainability and have formalised
a new set of commitments to guide our efforts. IAG has faced challenges in
the past year, and we have identified in this report areas where we need to
improve. We are determined to address these challenges, as we are committed
to meeting the expectations of those who are instrumental to our long-term
success including our customers, communities, employees and shareholders.

EMBEDDING
SUSTAINABLE
PRACTICES
>
■■

■■

■■

Became founding signatory to the
UN-backed Principles of Sustainable
Insurance
Held inaugural Risk Matters summit,
bringing together stakeholders
to collectively develop a series of
initiatives to better manage risks on
the road, at home, in businesses and
make our communities safer and more
resilient
Maintained position on key sustainability
indices including Dow Jones
Sustainability Index, FTSE4Good, Global
100 Most Sustainable Corporations and
Carbon Disclosure Leadership Index

See pages 5–6 for more

DELIVERING
FINANCIAL
IMPROVEMENT
>
■■

■■
■■

––

Met full year guidance – delivered gross
written premium growth of 11.7% and
increased insurance margin to 10.6%,
up from 9.1% in the previous year
Achieved cash return on equity of 13.3%
Retained a strong capital position,
holding a level of capital above
our internal benchmark

See pages 24–25 for more

CEO’S REVIEW
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REVIEW

Being sustainable is fundamental to the way we do
business at IAG. We do not see it as a programme that runs
alongside our operations. Rather, we see it as an outcome
of everything we do. In practice, this means our day-to-day
operational decisions consider the interests and long-term
prosperity of our customers, the community, our people,
suppliers, the natural environment and our shareholders.
In doing so, we will secure a successful future for our
businesses and the many people who rely on us to be
there when they suffer the hardship of unexpected loss.
As I reflect on the past year, I am pleased with the steps we have
taken to strengthen the sustainability of our operations. We have
achieved a solid annual performance against our financial and
non-financial indicators, as highlighted throughout this report.
This demonstrates our actions are delivering short-term results
while setting us up well to address the challenges of the future.
EMBEDDING SUSTAINABILITY
IAG’s purpose is clear. Our businesses are here to help people
manage risk and recover from the hardship of unexpected loss.
This purpose continued to inspire our actions throughout the
year and remained at the heart of how we view sustainability.
Our ability to understand and manage risk well, anticipating
potential risks and pricing them accurately, is critical to delivering
on this purpose. That’s why, in addition to our sales teams
and claims assessors, we employ specialists such as industry
researchers, underwriters, actuaries, reinsurance specialists and
atmospheric scientists who collect and analyse comprehensive
data relating to risks.
We recognise that this abundance of data and knowledge
can be put to great use in making communities safer and more
resilient. This makes good sense to us because fewer risks
means individuals, businesses and communities can avoid
unnecessary hardships, and premiums are kept more affordable.
It’s for this reason that for many years our businesses have
invested in risk reduction programmes, such as fire prevention
strategies, workplace safety initiatives, crime prevention
programmes and community safety partnerships.
In May 2012, we took this thinking further by holding an
inaugural Risk Matters summit. This initiative brought together a
large group of our stakeholders, enabling us to work with them to
define the most important risks, the actions to prevent, reduce,

or insure against them, and the role IAG can play in leading those
initiatives. As a result, we have a refreshed set of proactive risk
management activities – the Risk Matters programme – to build
on our existing actions to make our communities safer and more
resilient. More details can be found on page 7.
I am also pleased to report that in June 2012, IAG became
a founding signatory to a new set of voluntary and aspirational
global principles, the Principles for Sustainable Insurance,
which were launched as part of the United Nations Environment
Programme Finance Initiative.
We had a heavy focus during the year on further improving
our peoples’ capabilities, developing our leaders of the
future, and fostering a strong ‘can-do’ and customer-centric
culture. For example, we are improving our workforce mobility
practices to encourage employees to move around the Group –
inter-divisionally, interstate or internationally. This builds Group-wide
capability, particularly in our Asian divisions, while our employees
benefit from new environments and broader experience.
We also took further steps to harness the different
experiences of our people brought by their gender, age and
ethnic diversity. For example, we introduced an industry leading
‘welcome back’ payment for all Australian-based employees who
are primary carers and are returning to work after having a child.
Together with IAG’s existing 14 week paid parental leave benefit,
this means IAG now offers one of the most generous parental
leave programmes in the Australian financial services industry.
The number of women in senior management roles increased to
29% at the end of the 2012 financial year, up from 28% last year,
putting us on track to achieve our goal of at least 33% by 2015.
All of these initiatives are central to our ability to perform
sustainably.
ADDRESSING CHALLENGES
There is no doubt the insurance industry has faced challenges
during the year, to which our industry’s response will have lasting
implications. In particular, the severity and frequency of recent
natural perils has tested our industry and raised issues we
continue to collectively address.
During the 2011 calendar year, floods, cyclones, hailstorms,
earthquakes, storms and bushfires in our region contributed to
Oceania accounting for 17% of all insured losses globally, far more
than the 3% average for the previous 30 years. It is difficult years
like these that underscore the importance of the insurance industry
in helping customers, communities and economies to recover,
reinforcing my optimism about the industry’s long-term future.
These concurrent multiple events have provided the catalyst
for a number of ongoing government reviews and inquiries. We
have welcomed many of the resulting government- and industryled initiatives which will improve the resilience of communities
to future natural perils and we’ll continue to work towards
securing similar sustainable outcomes for our stakeholders,
our businesses and our industry.
We also welcome the Federal Government’s commitment
of $12 million over three years to fund Geoscience Australia’s
flood mapping programme. However, we would urge all levels
of government to invest more in preventative measures rather
than the huge cost of recovery and relief.
Our extensive reinsurance programme served us extremely
well in managing the Group’s financial exposure to the sequence
of natural perils. However, the related significant increase in
reinsurance expense is contributing to upward pressure on
customers’ premiums.
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Affordable insurance is important to the healthy functioning
of society. While our businesses are innovating to minimise
premium increases, there is a strong imperative for governments
to remove the inequitable financial burden on insurance
customers through tax reform. High insurance taxes act as
a disincentive for people to responsibly insure their assets,
encouraging greater reliance on government assistance in times
of disaster. While we were pleased with the progress made by
the Victorian, NSW and ACT Governments towards abolishing
insurance taxes during the past year, we will continue to pursue
reform and work with government towards this end.
Given the challenges faced by our customers, I’m pleased that
policies and risks in force remained stable across the majority
of our businesses and customer retention remained high. This
reflects our ongoing efforts to ensure we are constantly evolving
to meet our customers’ changing needs and doing all that we
can to address the challenges they face.
By listening to our customers, we are learning where we are
getting things right, but more importantly, where we are not
meeting expectations and can improve. A key focus for all our
businesses during the year was improving the way we apply our
customers’ feedback to improve our customers’ experiences.
FUTURE FOCUS
We recognise the importance of striking a balance between short
and long-term outcomes. In addition to our usual annual risk and
performance management processes, we undertook a separate
process during the year to challenge our current thinking on what
IAG’s operating environment will look like 10 years from now.
We convened a group of internal and external people to explore
five areas – society, technology, natural perils, economics and
insurance – to identify the issues we expect to become material
for our operations and stakeholders. By exploring these areas,
and how our customers’ needs are likely to evolve in the next
decade, we have reaffirmed that our short-term actions will set
us up for a sustainable future in which we meet our stakeholders’
expectations and maintain our market leadership position.
We have publicly signed up to a number of commitments
which will guide our initiatives to ensure we continue to deliver
short- and long-term value for our customers, the community,
employees, the environment and shareholders. We look forward
to reporting on our progress against these commitments in future
sustainability reports.
The clear link between these commitments and the long-term
success of our operations, as well as the long-term prosperity of
our stakeholders, is central to what sustainability means for IAG.
Bringing the future into today’s decisions, for the benefit of
our customers, the community, our employees, suppliers, the
environment and our shareholders, means we will be here for the
long term, helping us meet our ambition to be the world’s most
respected group of general insurance companies.
Mike Wilkins
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer

EXTERNAL RECOGNITION
>

Insurance Australia Group
Annual Report 2012

DOW JONES SUSTAINABILITY INDEX (DJSI) –
the
numbers
>
Group
Insurance Australia
2012
Annual Review

the next
steps
OUR STORY

THE NEXT
STEPS
This Sustainability Report,
together with IAG’s Annual
Review and Annual Report,
form a suite which provides
a comprehensive update
on IAG’s economic,
financial and sustainability
performance in the 2012
financial year. All three
reports can be found in the
IAG 2012 Reporting Centre.

Ranked as a global sector leader
in the DJSI in 2012, a ranking
IAG has consistently achieved
since first participating in 2006.
The DJSI evaluates environmental,
social and governance performance.

SAM SUSTAINABILITY YEARBOOK – Recognised
in the 2012 SAM Sustainability
Yearbook – Insurance Sector –
eligible only to the top scoring 15%
of the companies in the Dow Jones
Global Total Stock Market Index.

GLOBAL 100 MOST SUSTAINABLE CORPORATIONS –

Included in the Global 100 Most
Sustainable Corporations in the
World 2012 list. IAG was one of
only six Australian companies to be
listed, and was ranked at number 79.

CARBON DISCLOSURE LEADERSHIP INDEX –

Included in the Australia &
New Zealand Carbon Disclosure
Leadership Index, for the fifth
consecutive year. This index
constitutes companies demonstrating
leadership in disclosure across
a range of climate change issues
relevant to investment.

FSTE4GOOD INDEX – Included in the
FTSE4Good Index series for the
eighth consecutive year, ranking
ninth in the Global Leaders Index
and second in the Australia and
New Zealand Index.
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IAG at a glance
Australia

New zealand

United Kingdom

Asia

*For ownership details, see backcover.
Quick facts

IAG has a portfolio
of general insurance
businesses with leading
and established brands
across its home markets
of Australia and
New Zealand, a growing
presence in Asia, and
specialist underwriting
operations in the UK

16.1m
IAG Provides cover for
around 16.1 million
active policies
or risks in force

103,070
farms

$1,535B

$13b
Iag Invests around
$13 billion of funds
on behalf of our
policyholders
and shareholders

2.9m
homes

IAG Insures property
valued at more
than $1,535 billion

$9B
IAG Sells around
$8,992 million worth
of policies to
customers each year

398,002
businesses

13,000+

IAG has some of the most
well recognised and
respected brands in the
markets in which it operates

IAG Employs more than
13,000 people

813,000
IAG Has Australia’s
second largest number
of shareholders
at around 813,000

117,099
employers

$6.5B
IAG Pays around $6.5 billion
in claims per year
(around $17m per day)

7.7m
cars
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WHAT SUSTAINABILITY MEANS FOR IAG
As Australasia’s leading general insurance group, we have a great responsibility to
operate sustainably. That’s because our businesses play an essential role in society and
the economy – people pool their risk and we are entrusted to help them, and broader
communities, to recover from the hardship of an unexpected loss. Sustainability, therefore,
is fundamental to the way we do business. This means our day-to-day operational
decisions must consider the interests of our customers, the community, our employees,
the environment and our shareholders if we are to ensure our long-term success.

AMBITION
TO BE THE WORLD’S MOST RESPECTED GROUP
OF GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANIES

OUR OPERATING PRINCIPLES
EXPERTS IN THE FUNDAMENTALS
OF INSURANCE
DISCIPLINED BUSINESS LEADERS
PASSIONATE ABOUT OUR CUSTOMERS
INNOVATIVE AND ONE STEP AHEAD
SUSTAINABLE, SO WE’RE
AROUND FOR THE LONG TERM

PURPOSE
TO HELP PEOPLE MANAGE RISK AND RECOVER
FROM THE HARDSHIP OF UNEXPECTED LOSS
PROACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

TARGET
TOP QUARTILE TSR
ROE >
_ 1.5 X WACC THROUGH THE CYCLE
SECURE POSITION WITHIN CHOSEN INDUSTRY CLASSES

RISK PREVENTION
ADAPTION AND RESILIENCE
INSURANCE REACH

STRATEGY
DELIVER SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE BY ACTIVELY MANAGING OUR
PORTFOLIO AND DRIVING OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE AND EXECUTION

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
BOOST ASIAN FOOTPRINT –
10% OF GROUP GWP BY 2016

ACCELERATE GROWTH IN
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

RESTORE PROFITABILITY
IN THE UK

WE VALUE
PERFORMANCE, INTEGRITY, RESPECT,
AND A CONSIDERED SENSE OF URGENCY

KEY MILESTONES
2002

2003

2003

2004

2005

2006

Released ‘Impact of
Climate Change on
Insurance Against
Catastrophes’ report

Introduced Statement
of Commitment
to Sustainability

Introduced Charter for
Health, Safety and Security

Awarded best First
Time Reporter by
Association of Certified
Chartered Accountants

Listed in the inaugural
Global Top 100 most
Sustainable Corporations

2003

Formed Australian Climate
Group and published
‘Climate Change Solutions
for Australia’ report

Became member of
United Nations
Environment Programme –
Financial Initiative (UNEP FI)

2004

2005

Published first annual
Sustainability Report

Awarded UN Triple
Bottom Line Award
for CGU Risk Radar

Became a signatory
to the UN-backed
Principals for Responsible
Investment (PRI)

2005

2006

Listed for the first time in
the FTSE4Good Index Series

Included in the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index

Introduced Supplier
Selection Guidelines
2003
Introduced Statement
of Commitment to
the Environment

2003

2003

2004

Named ‘Sustainable
Company of the Year’
by Ethical Investor Magazine

Launched Risk Radar
for Smash Repairers

2006
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GOVERNING FOR SUSTAINABILITY
At a Group level, we made significant
progress against the three five-year
priorities we set in June 2011 – to
accelerate our growth in our home
markets of Australia and New Zealand;
boost our footprint in Asia; and restore
profitability in our UK business.
An update on this progress is outlined
in our Annual Review.
We are confident that focusing on
these priorities will support the Group’s
growth and profitability, both of which
are vital elements of our sustainability.
We also recognise that in pursuing them,
our risk environment changes and we
must evolve accordingly.
That’s why we view our governance
systems as central to our corporate
sustainability and a necessary foundation
to achieve our strategy. The structures,
values, principles, frameworks and
policies that we have established define
our decision making context and the
boundaries for managing our operations
sustainably.
Underpinning these systems is a
series of policies and commitment
statements which detail, among other
areas, IAG’s consideration of ethical
conduct and commitment to creating
a diverse workforce.
While responsibility for adhering to
our governance and risk management
systems resides at every level of the
organisation, we have a board committee
– the Nomination, Remuneration and
Sustainability Committee – responsible
for monitoring the development,
implementation and reporting of
IAG’s business sustainability strategy.
Our governance processes are reviewed
as required to ensure they remain relevant
for the environment in which we operate,
take account of any issues that are
material for our businesses and continue
to support the businesses to achieve
sustainable outcomes.

IAG SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2012

ADOPTING UNEP FI PRINCIPLES
FOR SUSTAINABLE INSURANCE
In June 2012, IAG became a founding
signatory to the Principles for
Sustainable Insurance (PSI). This is
a set of voluntary and aspirational
global principles, launched as part
of the United Nations Environment
Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP
FI). IAG is the only Australian insurer
among 34 signatories.
The PSI provide a framework
and possible actions for insurers
to address environmental, social
and governance (ESG) risks and
opportunities, and are aligned with
an insurance company’s spheres of
influence. The four principles are:

1.	We will embed in our decisionmaking environmental, social
and governance issues relevant
to our insurance business;
2.	We will work together with our
clients and business partners to
raise awareness of environmental,
social and governance issues,
manage risk and develop solutions;
3.	We will work together with
governments, regulators and
other key stakeholders to promote
widespread action across society
on environmental, social and
governance issues; and
4.	We will demonstrate accountability
and transparency in regularly
disclosing publicly our progress
in implementing the Principles.

Becoming a signatory is a reflection
of IAG’s commitment to ensuring
these changing risks become a normal
part of doing business. The content
of this 2012 Sustainability Report
demonstrates the actions IAG is
already taking which are aligned
to the PSI. We are pleased to
participate in this global initiative,
not only from the perspective of
driving continuous improvement
and reporting our own progress, but
also in fostering a more sustainable
insurance industry worldwide.
IAG is also a founding signatory
to the UN-backed Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI),
launched in 2006. The PRI provides
a framework for investors – such
as insurance companies, pension
funds, government reserve funds,
foundations and investment
management companies – to integrate
ESG issues into investment decision
making. As at January 2012, nearly
1,000 investors from 50 countries,
collectively representing more
than US$30 trillion in assets under
management, have committed
to the PRI.

KEY MILESTONES
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Released ‘Insuring for
Sustainability’ report,
via UNEP FI Insurance
Working Group

Included in Carbon
Disclosure Project Climate
Disclosure Leadership Index

Released ‘The Global State
of Sustainable Insurance’,
via UNEP FI insurance
Working Group

Worked with UNEP FI
Insurance Working Group to
develop the Principles for
Sustainable Insurance

Formed the IAG Diversity
Working Group

Held inaugural
Risk Matters Summit

2011

2012

Launched EcoSmash
for Smash Repairers

Became a founding
signatory to the UNEP FI
Principles for Sustainable
Insurance

2007
Became founding
member of Business for
Millennium Development

2008
Released the second
‘Climate Change Solutions
for Australia Report’,
via Australian Climate Group

6

2012
Achieved our carbon
neutral commitment
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RISK MATTERS
Risk is a part of life. People make
decisions about risk every hour
of every day, whether they are
conscious of it or not – at home, on
the road, at business or in the natural
environment. As the world changes,
many risks are becoming more acute.
However, with knowledge and some
smart decisions, we can live safer
lives in safer communities, reducing
our chances of experiencing the
hardship of unexpected loss.
IAG is committed to achieving this.
That’s why we’ve introduced our
Risk Matters programme.
A key initiative for IAG during the year
was the formalisation of our Risk Matters
programme. Through this programme we
are bringing alive our passion for managing
risk and translating it into action, focusing
on the change we can drive to improve the
understanding of risk, its prevention and
reduction and the need to keep insurance
affordable and accessible.
We see risk management as a
continuum of activity. It starts with an
understanding and knowledge of risk, which
enables informed decisions by people
and businesses to do things differently
to reduce or prevent the impact of loss.
Insurance is at the end, its purpose is to
transfer the risk to provide peace of mind
that help is at hand if loss is experienced.
We know risk can’t be removed
altogether. But we can be better prepared.
Communities that are aware of the risks
they face can plan and adapt and will
ultimately recover from loss more quickly.

Safer communities mean fewer lives
and property are likely to be lost. It also
means fewer claims and therefore more
affordable premiums.
For some years IAG has actively
promoted better understanding and
reduction of risk, by tapping into the
abundance of risk management data we
hold. However, we believe we can and
should do more.
We held our inaugural Risk Matters
Summit in May 2012, taking us a step
closer to making our vision a reality.
At the Summit we worked with a variety
of stakeholders to harness all the
experience in the room. They helped
us decide which areas of risk we should
focus on and how we should work with
communities to increase understanding
of risk and look at ways to reduce it,
prevent it or better insure it.
To ensure Risk Matters can really make
a difference, we have broken our vision
down into tangible actions that provide
real solutions that address real problems.
Our efforts will be directed through four
key areas of risk, which are closely aligned
to our own operations:

Feedback from participants was
overwhelmingly positive, and we are
thrilled with the willingness of our
stakeholders to work closely with us to
meet the commitments we collectively
resolved. Those commitments include:
■■

■■

■■

■■

1. On the road – including collisions
that result in injury, disability and
economic loss.
2. At home – such as theft, fires, personal
injury and other property damage.
3. In business – including those risks
faced by employees, business owners
and customers.
4. In the natural environment – such
as community vulnerability to flood,
cyclone and other natural perils.

■■

We will implement a national
engagement strategy to develop
comprehensive information about a
broad range of natural perils and cost
the economic impacts of land planning
decisions. We will promote research
about which communities are most
affected by natural perils and harness
action on policies which can help create
more resilient communities.
We’ll share our insights to effect change
to the built environment to reflect local
property risks and use risk data in land
planning decisions, and we’ll work to
increase mitigation funding to support
community resilience.
We will increase personal and shared
community understanding and
awareness of risks at home and on
the road, leading to better informed
and conscious decisions and action.
We will improve understanding of the
causes of high-risk driver behaviour
to encourage improved behaviour,
with the aim of ultimately reducing the
frequency and severity of road trauma.
We will improve small and medium
sized enterprise industry specific risk
awareness to create more sustainable
businesses.

RISK MANAGEMENT CONTINUUM

UNDERSTAND

PREVENT

REDUCE

INSURE

SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW
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WHAT MATTERS IN 2012
We identify the issues, risks and
opportunities that are most material
to our businesses and stakeholders
from a wide range of sources,
including by actively engaging with
our stakeholders. This drives the
content of the IAG Sustainability
Report. What we learn from
our stakeholders helps us better
understand what matters most, and
discover emerging trends which may
influence our long-term prosperity.
Our response to these issues is critical.
IDENTIFYING THE ISSUES THAT
MATTER TO OUR BUSINESSES
AND STAKEHOLDERS
Each of our businesses is responsible
for uncovering the issues, risks and
opportunities that need to be managed
in their businesses. They identify
these through a range of stakeholder
engagement, strategic planning and
benchmarking activities. IAG’s governance
mechanisms (for example our risk
management framework) help inform
this process. We then account for and
respond to these issues in a number
of ways, including this Sustainability
Report. For example, during the year IAG
commissioned an Australia household
survey of 1,200 people that sought to
further understand issues of insurance
understanding and affordability. The
outcomes of this survey informed the IAG
Risk Matters programme page 7.
By listening to our stakeholders’
feedback, our businesses aim to get
a deep understanding of the issues
and risks that matter most to our
stakeholders and identify emerging
trends and opportunities. Issues, risks
and opportunities are prioritised and we
assign responsibility and accountability
for developing a plan of action in
response. Depending on the issue, actions
might range from refining our policies and
practices, to changing our strategy,
or introducing new products or services.

REPORTING THE ISSUES IN THIS
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
To ensure we report on the right issues
in the right depth, we prioritise these
issues based on an assessment of their
importance to stakeholders, determined
by levels of interest and concern as well as
an assessment of their business impact,
in the context of our financial performance
and strategy, the regulatory environment
and the competitive setting.
We aim to ensure our Sustainability
Report presents the information our
stakeholders consider to be relevant and
material to our business. While some
issues may be relevant at a divisional
level, they may not be considered material
at a Group level. While all issues are
addressed by our businesses, this report
focuses on Group level issues, sharing
both Group and divisional perspectives
as appropriate.
The standards to which we hold
ourselves accountable are outlined
on page 26.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Gaining the deepest understanding
of the issues that matter requires
continual, meaningful engagement with
our stakeholders. We engage with a
wide variety of stakeholders, in many
different ways, at all levels of the Group,
on an ongoing basis, and feedback is
instrumental in shaping how we manage
all facets of our business. A summary of
key engagement mechanisms follows.
Retail customers: daily interaction
when customers buy, renew or claim on
an insurance policy, with informal and
formal channels for employees to capture
customer insights; advocacy surveys
and focus groups; complaints channels
ensuring all complaints are heard,
managed and escalated as appropriate.
Insurance intermediaries and brokers:
ongoing dialogue via dedicated account
managers aligned by channel, and tailored
intermediary surveys.
Employees: both formal and informal
channels including annual surveys;
team, senior manager and divisional
meetings; focus groups; email bulletins
and regular performance feedback and
career planning sessions (mandatory twice
yearly performance appraisals); feedback
channels including a dedicated help
line for issues including discrimination;
intranet mailbox for reporting and
managing compliance incidents.

Investment community: regular formal
surveys, investor briefings for all results
and other major corporate announcements
(also webcast via our website); half
yearly investor roadshows and individual
meetings throughout the year; online
shareholder centre; annual reports and
annual general meetings (also webcast),
responses to all investor inquiries via a
dedicated investor relations team.
Suppliers: formal channels including
structured industry engagement
processes, contract re-negotiation;
quarterly performance reports; monthly
meetings. Informal channels include
ad hoc queries and day-to-day contact.
Government and regulators: formal
channels including participation in
parliamentary inquiries and consultation
processes; participation in industry forums;
individual meetings; working parties; and
informal channels including responding
to government and regulatory inquires
via dedicated government and industry
affairs teams.
Media: regular formal surveys and
benchmarking; briefings; individual
meetings; responding to queries.
Broader community: research with
non-customers, specific stakeholder
meetings on emerging issues or proposed
activities, media analysis, local branch
engagements, organisational mentoring,
volunteering and regular community
events and awards.
Non-government and industry
organisations: actively involved with
organisations including Insurance Council
of Australia; Business Council of Australia;
Insurance Council of New Zealand; Asialink
and the United Nations Environment
Programme Finance Initiative and
rating agencies.
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WHAT MATTERS IN 2012
While the issues identified
in 2012 remained broadly
consistent with 2011, the
primary shift was a heightened
focus on the industry-wide
challenges which have arisen
as a result of the significant
frequency and ferocity of
natural perils affecting the
Australasian region in the
past 24 months. The issues
identified in 2012 are listed
below, and information on the
progress of our response is
contained within this report
as indicated.

CUSTOMER SERVICE: how we meet the
evolving needs of our customers,
for example changes in the way
they buy insurance and claim, their
evolving expectations of us, and
ensuring that we can establish and
retain their trust and confidence.
> see Our Customers page 12.

NATURAL PERILS: how we address the
continuing challenges arising from
the extraordinary number of natural
perils in recent years, including
responding to government reviews
and inquiries into the industry
likely to lead to reforms;
building community resilience;
and affordability concerns as the
industry passes on upward cost
pressures due to higher reinsurance
expenses. This includes how we
continue to contribute to efforts
to curb climate change given the
potential long-term increase in
property damage caused by a greater
frequency and severity of weather
events. > see Our Customers
page 13, Our Community page 16,
Natural Environment page 21.

COMMUNITY RISKS: how we work with
communities to address increasing
risks, through education and
resources aimed at improving
the safety of our roads, homes,
businesses and the natural
environment to build resilience.
> see Our Community page 16.

INSURANCE AFFORDABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY:

how the insurance industry can
influence the operating environment
to reduce the high level of noninsurance and under-insurance,
for example by addressing the
inequitable tax burden borne by
customers of insurance and refining
product and service offerings.
> see Our Customers page 14.

DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE: how we attract
and retain the right people in the
right roles, equip them to address
the challenges of the future, develop
a pipeline of leaders, and support
workforce mobility to ensure we share
knowledge and capabilities around
the Group. > see Our People page 18.

OUR WORKPLACE: how we harness the
diversity of our people, improve
flexible work arrangements, make
our workplaces safer, and develop
a common ‘can do’ culture.
> see Our People page 18.

SUPPLY CHAIN: how we ensure the
sustainability of our supply
chain, balancing the need for
the best customer experience
at the most efficient cost, and
influencing suppliers to improve
their own sustainability.
> see Our Customers page 15.

DELIVERING ON STRATEGIC PRIORITIES: how we
maintain strong governance processes
as we pursue the rewards offered
by our corporate strategy (outlined
on page 5), recognising that our
risk environment will change
and we must therefore evolve our
sustainability lens accordingly.
> see Our Economic Performance
page 24.

SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW

SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

EXPANSION
IN ASIA
The strategic priorities which underpin IAG’s corporate
strategy are to accelerate growth in our home markets of
Australia and New Zealand, boost our footprint in Asia
and restore profitability in our UK business.
While we’ve made substantial progress on each of these
priorities during the year, our Asian expansion has attracted
interest, given the positive strides we’ve made against the
robust targets we set. Our aim is to boost our footprint in
Asia so that by 2016 our businesses in Asia deliver 10% of
the Group’s gross written premium on a proportional basis,
up from its current 4–5%.
Selective expansion in Asia is vital to the Group’s
incremental long-term growth and profitability to support
its large, more mature home markets of Australia and
New Zealand.
We acknowledge there are inherent risks for any
company expanding outside home markets. However we
are confident our disciplined approach to Asia and strict
partnership model, which we’ve developed over 14 years
since first entering Thailand, enables us to manage those
risks well.

IAG SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2012
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IAG has already entered five of its six target Asian
markets, and now has a strong portfolio of high growth
businesses. Our developed businesses in Thailand and
Malaysia are already delivering strong double digit return
on equity (ROE), and this is expected to rise to more than
15% by the 2017 financial year. The businesses in emerging
markets of India, China and Vietnam are currently in the
development phase, and are expected to generate an ROE
of close to 15% by the 2017 financial year (before allocation
of regional development costs).
According to IAG’s Asia division CEO Justin Breheny
the key to IAG’s sustainability in Asia is the disciplined
approach to entering a market and the choice of partner.
“One of the most critical risks to doing business
in Asia is partnership risk. We spent a lot of time assessing
our potential partners, ensuring we shared similar principles,
values and expectations. We won’t enter a partnership
where our longer term success may be impeded by divergent
views about either the financial or non-financial aspects
of running a joint business.
“Proof of that is that we’ve assessed 25 partners
via formal due diligence processes, and have progressed
with only five.
“Transferring our capability to our joint venture partners
is also a vital part of our model. Often that means putting
some of our most talented IAG employees on the ground
to share their expertise and instil best practice.
To support the success we’ve achieved, we are continually
reviewing and enhancing our mobility and repatriation
processes.” For more information refer to Our People
on page 20.
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FUTURE FOCUS
During 2012, we formalised
a set of key sustainability
commitments. We plan to
report back on our progress
against these commitments
in future sustainability reports.

FINANCIAL

Deliver over the cycle top quartile
total shareholder return.
Deliver a return on equity ≥1.5 times
weighted average cost of capital.

CUSTOMER AND THE COMMUNITY

Improve frontline advocacy/
satisfaction scores across each
of our businesses.
Identify and activate initiatives to
protect and preserve the personal,
business and infrastructure assets
and lifestyles of communities at risk
from natural perils.
Increase general awareness and
understanding of risks at home
and on the road, leading to better
informed decisions and action.
Increase general awareness of the
need to improve driver behaviour to
reduce the frequency and severity
of road trauma.
Together with our distribution
partners, improve risk awareness
among small to medium sized
enterprises.

Actively work towards the desired
culture for each of our businesses.
Reduce our lost time injury
frequency rate to 1.8.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
OUR PEOPLE

Continue to develop and implement
initiatives which harness the diversity
of our workforce, with a focus on
gender, ethnicity and age.
Increase the number of women
in senior management positions
to 33% by 2015.
Improve the depth and breadth of
leadership capability.

Advocate for a national engagement
strategy at all three tiers of Australian
government to develop comprehensive
information about a broad range of
natural perils and to cost the economic
impacts of land planning decisions.
Reduce our CO2e emissions per full
time equivalent employee and maintain
our carbon neutrality commitment
across our global operations.

THESE COMMITMENTS TO ACTION
REPRESENT ADHERENCE TO THE UNEP FI
PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE INSURANCE:

Embed in our decision-making
environmental, social and
governance issues relevant
to our insurance business.
Work together with our clients
and business partners to raise
awareness of environmental,
social and governance issues,
manage risk and develop solutions.
Work with governments, regulators
and other key stakeholders to
promote widespread action
across society on environmental,
social and governance issues.
Demonstrate accountability and
transparency in regularly
disclosing publicly our progress
in implementing the UNEP FI
Principles for Sustainable Insurance.

HOW WE’VE PERFORMED
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OUR CUSTOMERS
BUSINESS VOLUME (MILLION) –
POLICIES/RISKS IN FORCE
Australia
UK

New Zealand
Thailand

2012

11.6 | 2.1 | 1.4 | 1.0

2011

11.5 | 2.1 | 1.7 | 0.9

2010

11.3 | 2.2 | 1.8 | 1.0

FRONTLINE/BROKER ADVOCACY 2012 (%)
Australia Direct

New Zealand State

New Zealand Business Partners
New Zealand NZI

UK

44
34
31
22
–26

or remained
stable across IAG’s businesses with
the exception of the UK. The remedial
actions being taken in the UK have led
to an expected reduction in business
volumes as unprofitable business has
been shed. The 2012 financial year
is the first year we’ve introduced
measures of advocacy for our
businesses and, consequently, only the
current year of data has been reported.
Scores trended positively throughout
the year.
Business volumes have grown

For further details please see
www.iag.com.au/sustainable

We are here to pay customers’ claims. In fact, IAG’s businesses paid out
$6.5 billion in claims in the past year. However, in our view, our relationship
with customers goes far beyond simply paying claims. Our future success is
determined by how we anticipate and respond to our customers’ changing
needs, how we help customers to reduce risk to avoid unnecessary hardships
and keep premiums affordable, and how we get them back on the road or back
to work, or replace their goods or assets. This means keeping customers at the
heart of our operational decisions.
Our customers’ policies and risks in force
have grown or remained stable during the
2012 financial year with the exception of
the UK business, and customer retention
remained high. This is a pleasing outcome,
which reflects our ongoing efforts to
ensure we are constantly evolving to meet
our customers’ changing needs and doing
all that we can to address the challenges
they face.
RESPONDING TO EVOLVING NEEDS
A deep understanding of our customers’
needs is critical for our businesses
to deliver the insurance products and
services they need, in the way that
suits them.
During the year our largest business,
Australia Direct, supplemented its
traditional methods of gaining customer
insights (focus groups, quantitative
surveys and daily contact with our frontline
teams) with new methods, including
an online customer community and a
new process for every senior manager
regardless of their functional role to have
regular customer contact to listen and
learn from their experience.
In taking an holistic, structured
approach to what is learnt through
these multiple feedback channels,
Australia Direct introduced a number
of service improvements during the
year. For example, we have enhanced
our retail websites to enable greater
quoting functionality with smart phone
compatibility. We’re currently working on
other online enhancements, such as web
chat support, policy self-service, online
claim lodgement and proactive claims
status tracking.
By listening to our customers, we are
learning where we are getting things
right, but more importantly, where we can
improve. A key focus for all our divisions
during the year was improving the way
we apply this feedback to improve our
customers’ experiences.

MEASURING OUR PERFORMANCE
WITH CUSTOMERS
Each business adopts individual targets in
the measurement of customer retention
through advocacy. We have recorded
improvements, but there is still room to do
more.
Australia Direct’s business introduced
a significant change to its customer
experience survey methodology, which
provides a frontline advocacy result. The
2012 financial year was the first full year
of using the new methodology and the
business is now actively using the results
to improve processes.
Under the new methodology, a sample
of customers are surveyed immediately
after purchasing, amending or claiming
on their policy. This enables ongoing
measurement of performance, as seen
by customers, and reveals operational
issues that might otherwise take
months to emerge. Data and customers’
comments are reported directly to front
line management via an intranet portal to
enable service improvement initiatives to
be identified, implemented, and measured
for effectiveness.
RESTRUCTURING CGU
TO IMPROVE EXPERIENCE
The competitive advantage of our largest
Australia Intermediated business, CGU,
lies in the strength of its relationships with
intermediaries (insurance brokers and
agents). In March 2012, CGU introduced
a new operating model to further
strengthen these relationships by making
it easier to deal with CGU and access its
knowledge and expertise. CGU is moving
to an integrated, function-based model
with common approaches to account
management, providing intermediaries
with one point of contact across all
products and services – something they
have told us they want.
In addition to a better experience for
intermediaries, the new model is expected
to generate annual cost savings of around
$65 million pre-tax by the end of the 2015
financial year. Around 600 CGU roles will
be affected by the change, over three
years. CGU has been actively supporting
every affected employee through the
transition and, where possible, role
reductions are being managed through
natural attrition.
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RESPONDING TO CUSTOMERS

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE
WHEN IT’S NEEDED MOST

NATURAL DISASTERS –
FOCUS ON CUSTOMERS
The 2011 calendar year was the worst
on record for natural perils in Australia
and New Zealand, with devastating
consequences for our customers and
their communities. The combined impact
of these events has been challenging but
our response to customers has kept alive
our businesses’ rich and proud heritage of
helping when disasters strike.
In Australia, storms and flooding in the
first quarter of 2011 led to three-quarters
of the state of Queensland being declared
a disaster zone. IAG businesses paid all
claims in accordance with the terms and
conditions of our customers’ policies.
However, where damage was clearly flood
related, we were unable to pay as flood
was not covered under policies issued.
The complex circumstances of the
floods became the catalyst for no less
than 10 government reviews and inquiries
during the past year, which the insurance
industry is still working through. IAG has
welcomed a number of the government
initiatives announced during the past year,
including the introduction of a common
definition of ‘flood’ across all insurers to
help assist customers’ understanding and

In March 2012, Amanda Dunn’s home was one of many
in the NSW town of Wagga Wagga to be inundated by
rising waters. The town was declared a disaster zone as
almost 9,000 people were forced from their homes due
to the worst flooding in 160 years following the highest
rainfall on record.
As a customer of NRMA Insurance, when Amanda and
her family were forced to drier ground, NRMA Insurance’s
emergency assistance provided much needed immediate
support.
For customers like the Dunns, whose homes have been
rendered unliveable, NRMA Insurance is committed to
arranging temporary accommodation within two hours and
emergency payments by the next business day to purchase
immediate needs, like food and clothing. The home
assessment process will also start the next business day.
Amanda said having emergency accommodation
was critical in giving her family a sense of normality
when they were most vulnerable, as they began the
arduous clean-up process.
“The emergency funding was invaluable. Not only did it
help with the day-to-day bits and pieces we needed, but it
also gave us a little bit of peace of mind,” Amanda said.
“When you’re clinging to hope, as we were, to have
somebody follow through and do what they say they’re
going to do meant a great deal. It provided us with a
foothold to start the rebuilding process.”
These floods were among many recent natural perils
across Australia and New Zealand which have been
unprecedented in their frequency and ferocity. IAG’s
top priority throughout these devastating events has
been to ensure we continue our rich heritage of providing
customers with the immediate support they need to
recover from their hardship.

HOW WE’VE PERFORMED
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OUR CUSTOMERS
certainty around cover. Another welcome
outcome is the pending introduction of
one page key fact sheets to appear at the
start of product disclosure statements
to improve consumer understanding of
the product.
Our businesses have worked closely
with governments, customers and
communities to address the many
complexities, including the lack of flood
mapping data, and now the problem
is gradually being addressed. Flood
mapping is being expedited by all levels
of government, enabling insurers to have
a clearer view of where flood risks are so
they can price and deliver a flood product
to those communities. As a result, IAG
brands now offer flood coverage nationally,
including areas where it was previously
unavailable, and more than 80% of home
buildings and contents policies offered by
insurers in Australia cover flood.
In New Zealand, our businesses
continued to face the challenges created
by the series of earthquakes in the
Canterbury region, including more than
10,000 aftershocks. While our ability
to provide certainty to some customers
has been hampered by factors outside
our control, including land decisions,
building and foundation standards and
consent processes, we have remained
connected with our customers. We have
used mobile claim centres, maintained
strong relationships with community
and business groups, attended over
100 community meetings and are
establishing a comprehensive research
programme to better understand customer
needs and our own performance.
Through this we are learning how we can
improve our policy wordings and the ways
in which we help customers to understand
them, lessons that have application far
beyond the Canterbury region.
While the recent sequence of natural
perils was unprecedented in its frequency
and ferocity, they will not be the last.
Throughout the year our businesses
continued to introduce initiatives which
will make our customer response even
stronger when natural perils occur.

For example, to meet the sudden and
significant influx of calls to our claim
lodgement areas, our Australia Direct
business introduced ‘All Hands on Deck’,
an initiative to supplement our traditional
staffing strategies and extend the pool of
emergency claim lodgement consultants.
Senior employees – from a range of areas
– have volunteered to be trained and on
call to roll up their sleeves and help get
our customers’ claim processes started as
quickly as possible. This alleviates some
stress for our customers while freeing up
our regular claim consultants to finalise
claims. It’s also a great experience for
our volunteers who gain a sense of pride
through the opportunity to help in a time
of need.
AFFORDABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY
Affordable, accessible insurance is
important for customers and the
community. If premiums become
unaffordable, non-insurance and
underinsurance rise, which in turn means
governments, and taxpayers, become the
safety net in the event of hardship.
The recent sequence of natural perils
and significant rise in reinsurance costs,
coupled with taxes and levies borne
by insurance customers (including the
increased Earthquake Commission levy
in New Zealand), led to higher average
premiums for home and motor insurance
customers across Australia and New
Zealand in the past year. In New Zealand
for example, reinsurance, taxes and
levies have increased from 40% to over
60% of the annual premium for the
average home policy over the past four
years. These are expected to continue
to rise in the coming year.
A survey commissioned by IAG in
February 2012 reaffirmed levels of noninsurance and underinsurance remained
high. Results demonstrated that 9% of
homeowners were not covered for building
or contents insurance cover, and 39% of
non-home owners did not have contents
insurance. Additional research suggests
30% of people try to reduce their premium
by increasing their excesses, or drop cover
completely.

Our businesses are addressing
this emerging trend on multiple fronts.
Australia Direct, for example,
has introduced product covers, flexible
excesses and payment options, such as a
suite of motor products from basic covers
through to mid-tier and premium products.
These are providing practical solutions for
customers while ensuring we maintain the
most appropriate price for the risk.
In New Zealand, our businesses are
exploring underwriting options, including
product redesigns in the home insurance
portfolio, to help minimise significant
price increases. These include increasing
standard excesses, introducing an excess
for glass breakage, and a natural peril
excess for areas adjacent to the house
such as driveways, fences, paths and
swimming pools to enable more flexible
premiums.
In addition, we continued to advocate
for tax reforms to reduce the inequitable
burden of tax on insurance premiums
which contribute to affordability concerns
for customers. Considerable progress was
made during the past year in advancing
this cause. The Victorian Government has
committed to replace the Fire Services
Levy with a property-based levy from 1 July
2013. The NSW Government is seeking the
community’s views on alternative funding
arrangements for fire and emergency
services, and will make a final decision
towards the end of 2012. The ACT
Government will abolish duty on general
and life insurance premiums over a period
of five years, by reducing the rate of duty
by 20% per year. This contrasts with the
Tasmanian Government which increased
the duty on general insurance from 8
to 10%. In New Zealand we continue
to advocate for removal of Fire Service
and Earthquake Commission levies from
insurance policies.
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RESPONDING TO COMPLAINTS
Customer complaints represented only a
very small percentage (less than 0.2%) of
our total policies in force during the year,
however the number was above last year
in our largest divisions. The key contributor
to this increase was customer concerns
about premium increases.
We have robust processes to respond
to complaints. During the year we worked
to improve those processes further, with
an emphasis on better understanding the
root causes of complaints so we can take
a more structured and holistic approach to
addressing them.
For example, after analysing the
collective feedback from customers
through complaints and other channels,
our Australia Direct business made a
decision to explain why rate increases are
necessary. This was achieved by posting
letters to a number of customers, placing
an advertisement in the NRMA Motoring
and Services ‘Open Road’ magazine,
and publishing a suite of ‘Insurance
Enthusiast’ content videos using new
media channels including YouTube.
STRENGTHENING OUR
RELATIONSHIPS WITH SUPPLIERS
Our relationship with suppliers is vital.
Our suppliers – including smash repairers,
white goods providers, builders and
medical experts – enable us to get our
customers back on the road, back to
work or replace their goods as quickly
as possible. As a result, we take a
partnership approach to relationships
with suppliers. We work with them to
help ensure they share our values around
business sustainability and are aware of
and have systems in place to address
issues, risks and opportunities that are
relevant to their supply chain operations.
It is in IAG’s interests that our key
suppliers are around for the long term.
For example, in New Zealand, all
strategic suppliers are selected, in
part, on their sustainability credentials
and are provided with a sustainability
self-evaluation tool, which we use
to benchmark their performance
and set annual goals and targets.
The achievement of these targets
is assessed at the quarterly and
annual supplier review meetings.
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Affordable, accessible
insurance is important
for customers and the
community. If premiums
become unaffordable,
non-insurance and
underinsurance
rise, which in turn
means governments,
and taxpayers, become
the safety net in
event of hardship.

One of the largest parts of our supply
chain is our Australian smash repair
network. During the year, we introduced
a new Smash Repairer Partnership
Model in South Australia, followed by
NSW and the ACT. The new model is
the culmination of two years of broad
consultation with the repair industry.
The aim was to find a mutually beneficial
partnership solution which created a more
sustainable operating environment for
repairers enabling the industry to prosper
while delivering superior outcomes for our
customers.
We conducted a rigorous and
exhaustive selection process, open to
every smash repairer, and as a result we
have formed strong business partnerships
with a network of Repair Partners.

The foundation of the new model is
based on mutual trust, empowering Repair
Partners to manage repairs in the way
best suited for customers and repairers.
It is helping the industry to prosper by
providing a consistent work flow to Repair
Partners and more certainty to make
independent decisions about specialising
their business, investing in technology and
training their people.
Our customers are experiencing
enhanced levels of quality and service,
and our Partner Repairers are getting
them back on the road safely, quickly and
conveniently. Importantly, customers still
have choice of repairer.
Early feedback from our Repair Partners
indicates the new way of working together
has been an overwhelming success.
Victoria is now undertaking the same
process with the new RACV Insurance
Partner Repairers to be in place from
February 2013.

HOW WE’VE PERFORMED
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OUR COMMUNITY
IAG’s community investment strategy goes beyond the traditional
‘philanthropy’ model. We invest in initiatives, programmes and partnerships
that promote safety and resilience at home, in business and on the road. We
believe this makes good sense – the community benefits from fewer risks,
fewer unnecessary hardships and more affordable insurance, helping our
communities become more resilient. It also creates a better economic outcome
for us which, in turn, enables us to continue to invest in the community and
address insurance affordability.

AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY
INVESTMENT % BY TYPE
Sponsorship 51%
Administration 10%

Leverage 33%
Donations 4%

Volunteer Hours 2%

During the year our Australian and
New Zealand businesses invested
more than $9.7 million in community
programmes and partnerships closely
aligned with promoting safety and
resilience at home, in business and on
the road. We also continued to use our
understanding of what is driving insurance
claims to try and prevent those claims from
occurring in the first place, and reducing
their impact should a claim arise, including
introducing a new programme of initiatives
through the Risk Matters programme
(see page 7).

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND –
COMMUNITY INVESTMENT (AUD$M)
Australia

New Zealand

2012

7.0 | 2.7

2011

6.4 | 2.3

2010

6.7 | 1.6

in Australia and
New Zealand increased compared
to the prior year. This reflects our
continued commitment to support
community groups and partners who
work to reduce risks. We are currently
reviewing the way we measure our
community investment, to ensure we
can better capture and report on both
the dollar value as well as the social
impact of our investment, or the
Social Return on Investment.
Our community investment

For further details please see
www.iag.com.au/sustainable

COMMUNITY RISK
REDUCTION INVESTMENTS
Community Grants: For the 10th
consecutive year, our Australia Direct
business’s Community Grants programme
provided funding to groups focused
on crime prevention, road safety,
emergency readiness and response and
the environment. From a record 1,290
applications, 124 successful recipients
were awarded funding of almost $747,000.
Since the inception of the programme
in 2003, our Australia Direct business
has invested more than $5.3 million into
around 1,300 projects nationally to help
make Australian communities safer.
Partnerships: We sponsor partner
organisations which share our goal of
making communities safer. For example,
in Australia, NRMA Insurance entered
into a major partnership with NSW State
Emergency Service during the year, and
continued to partner with organisations
including NSW Police, The Salvation Army
Emergency Services, the Queensland
Fire and Rescue Service Safehome
programme and Kidsafe. CGU sponsors
regional Chambers of Commerce business
awards and in New Zealand, State
Insurance continued major partnerships
including State Driver Reviver, Swimming
New Zealand, Surf Life Saving New
Zealand and the State Swim series.
NZI remains a foundation sponsor of
the Sustainable Business Network.

REDUCING RISK ON THE ROAD
Designing the future of cars: During
the past year, the IAG Research Centre
discovered that a recent change in the
design of the Mazda 2’s bumper bar had
led to a nearly 50% increase in rear crash
damage costs for cars involved in low
speed crashes, making it uneconomical
to repair. After presenting these findings,
Mazda decided to alter the design from
July 2012 to better absorb collision
impact. Less damage means reduced
repair cost therefore more affordable
insurance premiums for customers. For
more than 20 years, the IAG Research
Centre has been presenting these types
of findings to car manufacturers to help
improve the safety and security of cars,
which in turn reduces repair costs. This
has included work with Holden, Subaru,
Ford and Mitsubishi.
Safer car head restraints: Since 1999,
the IAG Research Centre has tested
the effectiveness of head restraints
(integrated into the top of car seats to
reduce the risk of whiplash during a
collision). Due to this expertise, IAG is now
contracted to the Australasian New Car
Assessment Programme (ANCAP) to supply
head restraint ratings for new car designs.
From 2012, for a new car to receive a five
star ANCAP rating, it is compulsory for its
head rest design to be rated ’acceptable’
and, from 2014 this will change to a
minimum ’good’ rating. This new rating
requirement, influenced by IAG, has led to
significant improvements in the safety of
seat and head restraint design in cars.
Improving reversing visibility: In the past
year, using findings from the IAG Research
Centre’s Reversing Visibility Index, NRMA
Insurance called for car manufacturers to
continue to introduce reversing cameras
in new car designs. The research showed
the number of cars with the full five star
visibility rating increased to 14%, up from
8% in the previous year. However, 13% still
scored a zero rating. By promoting such
research findings, including through social
media channels such as YouTube, and our
partnership with Kidsafe, we hope to reach
a wide community audience to continue to
advocate for improved safety in the areas
of driver distraction and vehicle visibility.
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REDUCING RISK IN THE HOME
Hail damage to solar panels: During
2012, the IAG Research Centre tested
the resilience of a number of household
solar electricity panels against damage
caused by hailstones. Using its hail
cannon to fire hailstones ranging in
diameter from 40mm to 70mm at a
series of different panels made by major
manufacturers, the research found some
panels were more susceptible to damage
than others. IAG intends to discuss the
findings with the manufacturers to improve
their designs and raise general community
awareness to ensure the environmental
benefits of solar panels will not be offset
by unnecessary storm damage.

Educating communities on how to
prepare for storms: The StormSafe
programme is a key focus of NRMA
Insurance’s ongoing partnership with the
NSW State Emergency Service. Across
the state, NRMA Insurance employees
and SES volunteers are working together
to inform local residents about the
important steps they can take to protect
themselves and their homes from severe
storms. Combined with social marketing
campaigns, promotion of key issues
through the media and the inaugural
Community Connect grants and awards
program, this community engagement
is helping NRMA Insurance to raise the
profile of the vital StormSafe messages
and reduce preventable SES callouts and
insurance claims.
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REDUCING RISK IN BUSINESS
Reducing risks on farms: Our Australia
Intermediated business, CGU, continued
to use its claim research to advocate for
reduced business risks. For example, CGU
promoted research that demonstrated
ride-on mowers, portable power
generators and electric fence units were
among the most commonly stolen farm
equipment items in Australia and used
this information to urge farmers and
people on rural properties to secure farm
equipment before the Easter holidays.

MAKING COMMUNITIES SAFER

PLAYING IT SAFE
IN OUR COMMUNITIES

In 2011, our Australian Direct business, under the
NRMA Insurance brand, launched ‘Play it Safe’, a
unique and innovative programme which realises our
commitment to educate communities about safety at
home and on the roads.
Working closely with our community partners – NSW State
Emergency Service, NSW Police and Kidsafe NSW – we held
a series of live, informative and interactive performances
across Sydney metropolitan shopping centres. Around
30 volunteers from our community partners were involved
in the performances and available to answer questions.
At each performance, we also asked members of the
public to complete a quick and easy safety quiz to find out
how they rate at home and on the road. Through the quiz,
we gave them a rating out of 10 and offered some simple
tips and hints to improve their safety. The quiz is also
available online at www .nrmaplayitsafe.com.au.
Through our ‘Play It Safe’ initiative, we estimate safety
messages were heard by more than one million people,
and website traffic during the campaign was strong.
Due to the overwhelmingly positive feedback from the
public, our customers, and our community partners, NRMA
Insurance plans to extend the ‘Play It Safe’ programme to
other areas throughout Australia.
“We want our local communities to be as safe and
prepared as possible, so this sort of event is just a great
way to do this. It is an effective way to get messages
out there” says Phil Campbell, Manager Corporate
Communications, NSW SES.
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OUR PEOPLE
TOTAL STAFF TURNOVER (%)
Australia
UK

New Zealand
Thailand

17.3

It’s the everyday decisions our people take that enable us to achieve our
corporate goals and deliver sustainable outcomes for our stakeholders.
That’s why we are working hard to build and sustain a culture in which our
people are engaged, motivated and proud of where they work, what they do,
and are happy to go above and beyond to help our customers every day.

14.1

2012

20.3
15.0
19.0
14.5

2011

16.3
12.8
21.0
14.8

2010

19.2
13.1

GROUP – REPRESENTATION OF
WOMEN IN THE WORKFORCE
		
Total Workforce
Senior Management Positions
Executive Positions
Group – Board Positions

2012

2011

2010

59%
29%
25%
25%

59%
28%
25%
25%

59%
29%
22%
25%

A PIPELINE OF LEADERS
Ensuring we have the right people in
the right roles is vital. Equally important
is the need to continually improve our
capabilities and equip our people to
address the challenges of the future.
During 2012, a continued focus for IAG
was to enhance the way we manage talent
and succession across IAG to support
our strategic objectives. We refined the
approach during the year and, due to
its success, we are now implementing
it across our leadership team and other
technical areas. This new approach is
enabling us to:
■■

■■

■■

GROUP – MALE TO FEMALE
ANNUAL SALARY RATIO (AUD$)
		

2011

2010

General Employees Salary Ratio
1.17:1 1.13:1
Manager/Senior Specialist
Salary Ratio
1.14:1 1.18:1
Senior Manager Salary Ratio
1.08:1 1.12:1
General Manager Salary Ratio
1.06:1 1.12:1
Note: This only includes Australia and New Zealand

2012

1.15:1
1.17:1
1.13:1
1.02:1

Increase the visibility of our talent
base across the Group and leverage
this talent to support IAG’s strategic
ambitions;
Gain a deeper and broader leadership,
specialist and succession pipeline; and
Develop a more mobile workforce,
particularly in the context of supporting
our Asian growth strategy.

We are also refreshing our leadership
development strategy to respond to
rapidly changing business conditions
and increase our leaders’ readiness
for succession. This has focused on
building the knowledge, skills, experience,
capability and personal style required for
success at IAG.

LOST TIME INJURY FREQUENCY RATE
Australia

New Zealand

2012
2011
2010

3.05
1.09
5.70
1.10
3.00
0.90

have improved across
the Group. Pleasingly, the lost time
injury frequency rate in the Australian
business has improved significantly,
and the ratio of women to men in
senior management positions across
the Group has increased. IAG is
no longer reporting an employee
engagement score and instead is
focused on building the right culture
across our businesses.
IAG’s people metrics

For further details please see
www.iag.com.au/sustainable

AN INCREASINGLY
MOBILE WORKFORCE
Knowledge sharing and capability transfer
around our various businesses are key
elements of our longer-term success.
Whether it is inter-division, interstate
or international, transferring capability
means our business and our people
benefit from the experience of working
in a new environment, typically enhancing
their personal development, knowledge,
leadership skills and motivation.

A mobile workforce is particularly
important in the context of our key
strategic priority to boost our Asian
footprint. We are able to provide the
opportunity for employees to move to
the countries in which we are growing our
presence to transfer their technical skills
to our joint venture partners and develop
new skills. We are investing in enhancing
our workforce mobility practices, including
helping employees to see the career
benefits, making the process easier and
rewarding and supporting a proactive
repatriation process.
A COHESIVE ‘CAN DO’ CULTURE
We recognise the strong link between
culture and performance, and know
that building the right culture is critical
to sustaining our business. Driving
a consistent culture across IAG will
also enable greater consistency in
our approach towards leadership and
increase opportunities to leverage talent
for mobility and succession purposes.
We want to foster a culture where our
people ask how we ‘can do’ something,
rather than why ‘we can’t’. Consequently
we have a clear focus on driving this in
our business.
Up until 2011, IAG used ‘engagement’
to measure how employees were thinking,
feeling and acting. However, in 2012
we transitioned to measuring ‘culture’
to better understand and manage key
levers that affect business performance.
Culture relates to how people think
they are expected to behave to fit in.
During 2012 our businesses used
two different survey tools to measure
culture, and across IAG we achieved a
77% response rate. The IAG Group culture
results are in line with the insurance
industry average. Each business is
now focused on implementing action
plans to address the results. Sustained
improvement of results in our New Zealand
business has been recognised with an
industry award for creating sustained
cultural change.
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BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE WORKFORCE

DEVELOPING OUR
LEADERS OF TOMORROW

Victoria Morris joined IAG in 2005. In 2010, she leapt at an
opportunity to transfer to Mumbai, India, to join IAG’s joint
venture business, SBI General, for a two-year secondment.
While in India, Victoria was involved in various roles,
including establishing SBI General’s business planning
and strategy function, developing the pan-India launch
plan for retail products and leading small and medium
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sized enterprise sales for Mumbai.
Victoria is one of a number of IAG employees who has
seized the opportunity to move around IAG’s businesses,
to share capabilities and technical skills. We view this
type of transfer – whether it is inter-division, interstate
or international – as instrumental in building Group-wide
capability.
“What you learn from the role itself is only one part of
the experience. The amount of growth – both personally and
professionally – I experienced has been significant,” she said.
Upon her return to Australia, Victoria was supported
by IAG to seek new opportunities within the Group and
has taken on a role in IAG’s Australia Direct business as
Manager of Strategic Change.
By offering our people such opportunities, our business
benefits by sharing capability. Meanwhile, our employees
enjoy personal development from the experience of working
in a new environment with different cultural dimensions,
and their leadership skills and motivation are generally
boosted. These are all vital elements of long-term success.

HOW WE’VE PERFORMED
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OUR PEOPLE
SUPPORTING DIVERSITY
For the past two years we have taken
incremental steps to realise IAG’s diversity
ambition to build a workplace where we
harness, respect and value the different
experiences of our people, in particular
their gender, age and ethnicity. Evidence
shows that companies that embrace
diversity are better able to attract and
retain high performing individuals and,
ultimately, improve performance.
By lifting our focus to this level and
creating a culture that fosters diverse
thinking we will achieve a culture
of inclusion for all of our employees
and enable innovative approaches
to achieving IAG’s strategy.
One of the initiatives introduced during
the year was the new six week ‘welcome
back’ lump-sum payment for all Australianbased employees who are primary carers
and return to work after having a child.
The aim is to help alleviate some of the
pressures we know our people face when
returning to work from parental leave,
and reduce the attrition rate of people
who take parental leave.
This new payment, together with IAG’s
14 week paid parental leave benefit,
means IAG now offers one of the most
generous and accessible parental leave
programme in the Australian financial
services industry. We’re also putting
measures in place to ensure our pay
review system remains fair and consistent,

regardless of gender or circumstance,
and have committed to hold remuneration
reviews with all of our people who are on
a period of extended leave.
From a gender diversity perspective, we
set a goal in 2010 to have at least one
third of all senior management positions
filled by women by 2015. At the end of the
past year, this figure was 29%, indicating
we are on track, but still have a way to go.
POSITIVE RESPONSE TO NEW
ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT
From 1 February 2012, a new IAG
Enterprise Agreement for Australianbased employees became effective,
replacing the 2003 Agreement. More than
73% of eligible employees voted on the
Agreement and an overwhelming 89.5%
voted in favour. While the new Agreement
sets out the minimum terms and
conditions for employment, IAG provides
a range of benefits over and above these
minimum standards.
Key improvements contained
within the new Agreement include:
■■

■■

A new option to allow excess annual
leave to be ‘cashed out’;
A minimum salary pool increase of
3% (in 2012), including a guaranteed
annual minimum performance increase
for eligible employees, starting at 2%
in October 2012;

■■

■■

Increasing paid parental leave to
14 weeks for anyone who commences
parental leave after 1 February 2012
(up from 12 weeks), and three weeks
of paid leave if your partner has a child
(known as Secondary Carer’s leave);
and
Creating a new mid-service leave
category to provide those people who
reach seven, eight and nine years of
service with an extra one week of
(non-cumulative) paid leave each year
in the lead-up to being able to access
long service leave at 10 years.

SAFER WORK PLACES
Our advocacy for risk reduction is as
strong internally as it is externally, as
the health and safety of our employees
is of paramount importance. In addition
to physical safety aspects, we recognise
the potential emotional and mental strain
on our people, particularly on those
customer-facing employees responding
continuously to customers devastated and
traumatised by recent natural perils, many
of whom were also personally affected by
these events.
We achieved a reduction of over 46% in
the lost time injury frequency rate for the
Australian businesses, which reflects our
commitment to improve the safety of our
work environments.
To improve our performance, we
introduced new reporting processes during
the year that provide greater detail on
each injury, enabling us to understand the
cause and address it and provide greater
visibility to senior management. We also
introduced leadership training throughout
the Australian operations to remind our
leaders of their obligations toward the
safety of all of our employees.

Ensuring we have the right
people in the right roles
is vital. Equally important
is the need to continually
improve our capabilities
and equip our people to
address the challenges of
the future.
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
GROUP EMISSION PROFILE BY INDICATOR
(TONNES CO2E)1
Electricity 58.3%

Air Travel 17.5%

Tool of trade 12.1%

Print Paper 5.4%

General Waste 3.6%

Office Paper 1.1%

Building Refigerant 0.7%
Taxi Travel 0.4%

Gas 0.5%

Car Hire 0.1%

Rail 0.04%

1

 n error was identified in the 2011 financial year air travel
A
CO2e calculation. The 2011 financial year figure has been
re-stated, resulting in an increase in the CO2e value by
3,642 tonnes.

GROUP EMISSION PROFILE BY DIVISION
(TONNES ’000 CO2E)
Australia
UK

New Zealand
Thailand and Singapore2

2012

54.3 | 4.7 | 2.8 | 3.4

2011

55.0 | 4.8 | 3.0 | 2.6

2010

53.2 | 3.9 | 2.5 | 2.0

2

 ingapore emissions were reported for the first time
S
in 2012.

have fallen year on
year by 0.4%. In the current year we
have reported for the first time on the
emissions from business-related rental
car usage and building refrigerants
in our Australian business, waste
to landfill for both our Australian
and New Zealand businesses, and
included the emissions for our Asian
business’s head office in Singapore.
Excluding these new emission sources,
CO2e emissions reduced 6.0%.
IAG’s CO2e emissions

For further details please see
www.iag.com.au/sustainable

Natural perils are a key factor in an insurer’s ability to manage risk. The last
couple of years have shown the impact they can have. Insurance losses in
Oceania in 2011 accounted for 17% of all insured losses globally, far more than
the 3% average for each of the previous 30 years. As property becomes more
vulnerable to the risk of increasingly severe events, it makes commercial sense
for us to share our knowledge to encourage greater resilience. This is a key
theme that we identified at IAG’s Risk Matters Summit and will be addressed
in the Risk Matters programme. We are also doing what we can to reduce
our own carbon footprint. Not only will this contribute to a more sustainable
environment, our own costs will be reduced through using fewer resources.

IMPROVING RESILIENCE
TO NATURAL PERILS
For some years IAG has advocated for
the need to develop a resilient built
environment to reduce our communities’
vulnerability to natural perils. During the
past year we accelerated these efforts,
while continuing to help our customers
rebuild after the impact of the recent
natural disasters across Australia,
New Zealand and Asia.
In Australia: IAG actively participated in
national discussions that followed the
devastating floods of 2011, including
continuing to participate in related
government reviews and inquiries.
The Federal Government has responded
to the report of the Natural Disaster
Insurance Review. This included a decision
to implement a standard flood definition,
commit to a flood risk information portal
managed by Geoscience Australia,
develop a one page Key Fact Sheet for all
home and home contents policies, and
reforms to the General Insurance Code
of Practice. Decisions are expected on
a number of recommendations when the
final report of the Productivity Commission
Barriers to Effective Climate Change
Adaptation is provided to the Government
in September 2012.
The Commission’s draft report
highlighted and supports IAG’s positions
on a range of policy and regulatory
issues including: the need for investment
in disaster mitigation infrastructure,
natural hazard mapping and appropriate
planning and building regulation; the
role of government assistance; and the
impost of insurance tax. We look forward
to working with government and other
stakeholders on the development of the
most appropriate options to help build
adaptive capacity for future climate
changes as well as responding to current
weather volatility to best manage the
impact of natural disasters.

Our knowledge was also frequently
called upon during the year. For example,
we were involved in an expert reference
group that contributed to a draft Standard
for the Construction of Buildings in Flood
Hazard Areas by the Australian Building
Code Board and in a number of universityled workshops exploring community
adaption to natural perils.
In New Zealand: we also continued to
play a leading role in efforts to rebuild
after the destructive earthquakes. We
have worked closely with government, the
scientific community and other agencies,
and chaired the Business New Zealand
Insurance Committee, to support the
most effective overall response and
improve the nation’s economic and social
resilience to natural disasters. This has
included contributing to decisions about
solvency, future insurance capacity, future
land use and building standards and
better understanding of the risk posed
by New Zealand’s geography, weather
and climate.
We have also been closely involved in
industry specific issues that have arisen
following the earthquakes, including the
treatment of multiple events, achieving
wide scale land remediation, multiple
handling of claims, mixed use properties,
joint assessment methodologies, drilling
programmes and settlement options.
Despite the challenges of these
events, our actions are contributing to the
collective efforts to create real momentum
in rebuilding the city of Christchurch and
the economy for the long-term.
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MEETING OUR CARBON NEUTRAL COMMITMENT
CARBON EMITTED

CARBON EMISSIONS PREVENTED

THAILAND
CHINA

CHINA

AUSTRALIA

IAG has reduced its emissions
but can’t get to zero.
By purchasing carbon credits
we are helping to generate
renewable energy infrastructure
and energy efficient projects.

The projects selected for our
investment have been analysed to
ensure they are the highest quality,
independently verified projects
to ensure our impact makes a
genuine difference. They are also
located in geographies important
to our businesses.
CARBON CREDITS

1 X CARBON CREDIT = 1 TONNE CARBON EMISSIONS PREVENTED
Siam Cement Biomass Project, Thailand
Antai Waste Gas Recovery Project, China

WEATHER VOLATILITY
A changing, less predictable climate
has the potential to reduce insurers’
capacity to accurately assess, price and
spread weather-related risk. Climate
modelling has shown it may only take a
small change in the climate to generate a
significant change in the weather. IAG has
a dedicated team of meteorologists that
drives comprehensive research, which has
shown that over the next 50 years, the
number of the most destructive category
4 and 5 tropical cyclones forming in
waters off Eastern Australia could increase
and track further south. This is likely to
have an impact on the heavily populated
areas of southern Queensland and
northern NSW. During the same timeframe
we could see a doubling of hailstorms with
hailstones greater than 10cm in diameter
in the greater Sydney region. Without
appropriate mitigation and adaptation
measures to offset these uncertainties,
the cost of insurance is very likely to
rise, with some locations becoming too
expensive for consumers to bear the cost
of insurance.
That’s why during the year we remained
committed to promoting the importance
of managing weather volatility by
participating in government inquiries and
reviews, funding research into changing
weather patterns and advocating for
improvements in building and planning
codes to benefit entire communities.

Hebei Chongli Qingsanying Wind Project, China
Tasmanian Native Forest Protection, Australia

MEETING OUR CARBON
NEUTRAL COMMITMENT
We also continued to reduce our own
environmental footprint.
In 2006, IAG committed to achieve
voluntary carbon neutrality by the end of
2012. This demonstrates our own efforts
to curb carbon emissions which contribute
to climate change. To reduce our carbon
emissions, we have focused on reducing
electricity consumption, business travel,
vehicle fuel and paper consumption.
This means that, not only are we
contributing to a more sustainable
environment, we are also reducing our
costs by using fewer resources.
As a result, IAG reduced its CO2
equivalent emissions by 0.4% during the
past year. This included the addition of
new emission sources. Removing these
new sources saw a 6% reduction in our
emissions which is in line with our 5%
emission reduction target for the year.
The key contributors to this outcome
were reduced electricity consumption
through property consolidation in
Australia, significant hardware refreshes
with more power efficient technology,
and a continued focus on using
alternative communication options to
reduce air travel. These reductions were
slightly offset by increased print paper
consumption in Australia due mainly to the
requirement to print additional insurance
policy documents to reflect changes
including the addition of flood cover.
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While we continue to focus on initiatives
to reduce our global consumption, to
achieve our target of carbon neutrality
in 2012, we worked with carbon
management solution provider, Climate
Friendly, to purchase 18 months worth
of carbon offsets. These offsets were
purchased via a carefully selected
portfolio of four projects, each of which
meets IAG’s strict purchasing criteria
and is measurable, transparent and
independently audited. The portfolio
consists of wind and waste gas recovery
projects in China, a biomass project in
Thailand and a native forest protection
project in Tasmania, Australia.
The calculation of IAG’s residual carbon
footprint, the amount and quality of
carbon offsets purchased, the mechanism
by which carbon offsets are purchased
and the retirement and registration of the
carbon offsets retired has been subject
to a report of factual findings undertaken
by Net Balance. The report has been
issued in line with ASRS4400. This report
and more information on IAG’s carbon
neutral commitment can be found at
www.iag.com.au/sustainable.
REDUCING ENVIRONMENTAL
RISK MORE BROADLY
During the year, we continued to take
practical actions to help our customers
and suppliers to reduce environmental
risk more broadly.
For example, our Research Centre has
designed and produced a car repair part
that has not only significantly reduced
repair costs and inconvenience for
customers, it’s also produced a major
environmental benefit. The IAG Research
Centre found that when the bumper bar of
a Holden Commodore was involved in low
impact collisions, the lugs that hold the
boot floor to the bumper cover often broke
off. At the time, the only way to fix them
was to replace the whole boot floor – a
very intrusive, expensive, time-consuming
and wasteful procedure. As the design
of the boot floor could not be modified,
IAG designed a repair part which could be
glued over the broken lugs, eliminating the
need to remove the boot floor. In 2011,
this part was approved by GM-Holden,
and we began producing and shipping
the parts to GM-Holden Parts, as well as
fulfilling demand from smash repairers in
our network. Sales are currently running
at around 22 sets per week.
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IAG also works with industry and
regulators to improve building standards
to increase the resilience of property
and community safety during extreme
weather events. One such initiative is the
Australian Steel Institute’s ‘ShedSafe’
scheme. An investigation by the Cyclone
Testing Station at James Cook University
found sheds were often non-compliant with
the Building Code of Australia (BCA) and
included a number of consistent design
failings. Many of them are designed below
mandated standards for site-specific wind
loads for the purpose of the structure. In
fact, 40% of failed buildings in Cyclone Yasi
became the source of dangerous flying
debris, damaging neighbouring buildings.
In response, the ShedSafe accreditation
scheme has been developed to show
consumers the sheds which have been
designed to BCA standards. It provides
assurance that manufacturers’ designs
and engineering have been subjected to
an independent third party engineering
review and their compliance has been
assured; and resellers have undertaken
training to ensure they understand
the correct application of wind loads.
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REDUCING ENVIRONMENTAL RISK

PUTTING EARTHQUAKE
DAMAGE TO USE

The series of earthquakes in New Zealand’s Canterbury
region from 2010 devastated many properties in and
around the city of Christchurch, and the rebuilding
process continues. When the clean-up commenced,
IAG’s New Zealand business was very mindful that the
amount of demolition required would add significantly
to claim costs, as well as to landfill.
To minimise this impact, our businesses have been working
closely with our construction partner, Hawkins, on a large
scale recycling programme.
Where possible, building materials such as concrete and
brick waste have been separated during the demolition
process, to be crushed and used as aggregates. Similarly,
this involves metals being shipped offshore to be recycled
into various products; untreated hardwoods being made
into furniture, fixtures and floorboards, and glass being
crushed and used as backfill around pipes instead of sand,
and in wallboard for cement manufacture.
In 2012, Hawkins reduced the volume of demolition
waste going to landfill to 18.5%, down from 22% in 2011.
This has meant that, overall, nearly 68,000 tonnes of
demolition waste is being recycled, while only 15,300
tonnes of general waste has gone to landfill.
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OUR ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
GROSS WRITTEN PREMIUM ($M)
2012

8,992

2011

8,050

2010

7,782

INSURANCE MARGIN (%)
2012

10.6

2011

9.1

2010

7.0

CASH EARNINGS ($M)
2012

583

2011

496

2010

382

CASH RETURN ON EQUITY (%)
2012

13.3

2011

11.1

2010

8.3

DIVIDENDS (CENTS PER ORDINARY SHARE)
2012

17

2011

16

2010

13

an improved and strong
performance for the year ended
30 June 2012. For further details
please see the IAG 2012 Reporting
Centre on iag.com.au.

There are many external and internal influences on our economic performance.
By anticipating and managing these influences, we aim to deliver sustainable
financial returns. Our economic performance underpins our ability to
deliver value, not only to our shareholders, but to all those who rely on us –
including customers, employees and the community.
For the fourth consecutive year, our
businesses in our home markets of
Australia and New Zealand collectively
increased revenue and improved
underlying profitability during the 2012
financial year. This has translated to
an improvement in the Group’s key
financial metrics.
While a detailed economic performance
update is contained in the 2012
Annual Review and Annual Report,
key highlights follow.
Gross written premium grew by 11.7%
to nearly $9.0 billion, up from $8.1 billion
last year.
Insurance profit increased to
$832 million, compared with $660 million
in the prior corresponding period. This
translates into an improved insurance
margin of 10.6%, up from 9.1%. This
was within our guidance of 10–12%.
Shareholders will be paid a fully franked
final dividend of 12cps on 3 October 2012.
This brings the total dividend for the year
to 17cps, fully franked, an increase on the
prior year.
STRATEGIC PROGRESS
We made significant progress during the
year against the three priorities set by the
Group in June 2011. While details of this
progress is contained in the 2012 Annual
Review, a summary follows:

IAG has delivered

■■

■■

Accelerate growth in Australia
and New Zealand: Australia Direct
continued to perform strongly and
CGU achieved strong gross written
premium growth.
Boost Asia footprint so the Asia
division delivers 10% of the Group’s
gross written premium by 2016: IAG’s
Malaysian joint venture, AmG, entered
into an agreement to buy Kurnia
Insurans (Malaysia) Berhad (Kurnia).
This purchase will make AmG the
largest general insurer in Malaysia.
IAG also acquired interests in China’s
Bohai Property Insurance and Vietnam’s
AAA insurance.

■■

Restore profitability in the UK:
The performance of the UK business
continued to improve in the 2012
financial year as the extensive
programme of remedial actions
began to show benefits in all areas.

REDUCING ECONOMIC
VOLATILITY THROUGH ACTIVE
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
As an insurer, maintaining a robust
financial position is vital. It provides
customers with confidence in our longterm ability to pay claims, investors with
confidence that we will deliver returns, and
other stakeholders with confidence they
can continue to rely on us.
To ensure we maintain financial
strength, we take a very active approach
to managing our capital. This includes
carefully controlling the amount and mix
of capital and reducing volatility brought
about by the impact of natural perils and
fluctuations in investment markets.
OPTIMISING OUR CAPITAL
To determine the optimum form for our
capital, we work with our regulator, the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
(APRA), investors and ratings agencies.
While we are required by law to hold a
certain amount of regulatory capital, our
internal benchmarks stipulate that we hold
a buffer above the regulated requirement.
At 30 June 2012, we held a level of capital
which was 1.74 times more than the APRA
minimum requirement.
From January 2013, new regulatory
capital requirements are being introduced,
above which we will continue to target a
buffer. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand
is also progressively introducing new
solvency standards over the next five
years. Based on our position at the end
of the 2012 financial year, we already
comply with the 2017 requirements.
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We also have an internal benchmark to
hold between 60–70% equity versus other
forms of capital, and take a proactive
approach to managing that mix. For
example, during the year, we completed
two capital raisings to provide funds for
general corporate purposes and retired an
existing hybrid security.
THE IMPORTANCE OF REINSURANCE
Reinsurance is a critical part of our
approach to capital management. In
essence, our reinsurance programme
caps the losses we incur from natural
catastrophes, with the balance of
the losses borne by our reinsurers.
For example, while the gross cost to
the industry of claims relating to the
earthquakes in New Zealand was many
billions of dollars, reinsurance capped
IAG’s net claim costs for the three events
to an amount less than $100 million. By
protecting the Group from catastrophic
loss, reinsurance contributes to our
capital strength.
We work with many global reinsurance
partners; some have been on our panel for
more than 50 years. Our strong position in
the Australian and New Zealand markets
enabled us to successfully renew our
catastrophe reinsurance programme
from January 2012, as well as the AMI
New Zealand programme at 1 July 2012,
despite a tightening of capacity globally.
However, the significant cost borne
by the reinsurers in our region over the
past two years contributed to a dramatic
increase in the expense of our programme,
which increased materially over the
last year. This increased expense has
put upward pressure on our customers’
premiums, in all jurisdictions.
INVESTING $13 BILLION WISELY
IAG generates income from actively
managing the investment of its technical
reserves (the reserves held to pay future
claims) and its shareholders’ funds (share
capital and retained earnings). We have
different investment strategies for each
of these pools.
Our technical reserves ($9.4 billion
at 30 June 2012) are almost entirely
invested in fixed income and cash –
an appropriately conservative, low risk
investment strategy. This investment pool
generated income of $924 million in the
2012 financial year.

Our shareholders’ funds ($3.6 billion
at 30 June 2012), are invested in a
combination of growth assets, including
equities and alternative assets such as
convertible bonds, fixed income and cash.
While still conservative, a higher threshold
of risk is accepted to take advantage
of higher potential returns. This pool
generated income of $89 million in the
last year.
Our asset management team maintains
a focus on generating optimal, sustainable
returns. In addition, IAG is a signatory to
the UN-backed Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI), a set of voluntary and
aspirational principles which incorporate
environmental, social and governance
issues into investment decision making.
For some of our investments, this
means we target opportunities to support
ESG issues. For example, we established
our Sustainable Investment Fund in 2008.
This fund currently has around $90 million
invested in sustainability sector index
funds such as water, agribusiness and
renewable energy. The performance of this
fund in the past year has been in line with
the global equity markets.

HOW INSURANCE WORKS

The economic performance of
an insurer involves a number of
interrelated elements. This diagram
provides a simplified illustration.

PREMIUMS

–
CLAIMS AND CLAIMS EXPENSES

–
UNDERWRITING EXPENSES

=
UNDERWRITING RESULT

+
INVESTMENT RETURNS
FROM CLAIMS RESERVE

=
INSURANCE RESULT

+
INVESTMENT INCOME FROM
SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS

–
TAX

=
NET PROFIT/LOSS
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND ASSURANCE
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ACCOUNTABILITY
FEEDBACK ON OUR REPORTING
In 2012, we engaged Net Balance to seek
feedback on how stakeholders respond
to IAG’s business sustainability approach
and reporting, including the metrics
disclosed and our response to previously
raised issues.
A large proportion of stakeholders
believed IAG performed better on
Business Sustainability than other major
Australian companies and was the best
reporter in the Australian Insurance
sector. Approximately 70% of stakeholders
indicated that Business Sustainability
performance is important or very
important to IAG’s long-term company
performance, compared with 90% in
the previous year.
Stakeholders have a fairly high
expectation that IAG can better use
its influence to encourage behaviour
change amongst its customers, suppliers,
partners and employees, with respect
to understanding risk, spreading an
awareness of sustainability, resource
management and energy efficiency.
We have used the feedback obtained
to help guide our views, including meeting
the preference of the majority who
favour a stand-alone sustainability report
provided as a downloadable PDF.
HOLDING OURSELVES ACCOUNTABLE
IAG has chosen to have its Sustainability
Report assured since we began reporting
in 2004. For the last four years we
have held ourselves accountable to the
AA1000 AccountAbility Principles. Good
practice suggests that we should review
the level of assurance that we obtain
on a regular basis. This has included
considerations of:
■■

■■

■■

■■

Stakeholder expectations: it is clear
that our stakeholders think independent
assurance is important;
Market trends: as companies provide
more non-financial information, they are
increasingly seeking assurance to give
stakeholders confidence in the quality
of information being provided;
Previous assurance findings: while
IAG has many opportunities to improve,
none of the recommendations has
affected the opinion delivered by our
external assurance providers; and
Cost versus value: detailed assurance
is a valuable process as it provides a
level of challenge to the business and
facilitates a process of continuous
improvement. However, the cost
and resources involved in an annual
assurance process must be weighed
against the value derived.

Following our review, we decided to
maintain the assurance undertaken
on the quantitative and qualitative
information provided in the annual
Sustainability Report, but we will move
to a model whereby we seek assurance
to AA1000 APS every two to three years,
rather than annually.
Underpinning this approach is a
continuing commitment to transparency
and stakeholder engagement.
ASSURANCE
Net Balance has provided a limited
assurance report on:
IAG’s sustainability indicators as
presented in this report and online
in the Data Summary table at
www.iag.com.au/sustainable. This
data has been assured against the
ASAE3000 Assurance Engagements
other than Audits or Review of Historical
Financial Information standard.
■■ IAG’s report has been developed in line
with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
3.1 guidelines (including the financial
services sector supplement). IAG has
assessed itself to a level B application
level. The report development process
has also been assessed by Net Balance
against the GRI guidance for defining
report content.
		 Results of the assurance of IAG’s
Data Summary table and GRI review
can be found in the assurance
statement provided by Net Balance
at www.iag.com.au/sustainable.
■■
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CONTACT
FEEDBACK WELCOMED
IAG welcomes feedback on this
Sustainability Report. Please
email sustainability@iag.com.au.
RISK MATTERS
To provide feedback or request
more information about the IAG
Risk Matters programme please
email RiskMatters@iag.com.au.
REGISTERED OFFICE
Insurance Australia Group Limited
Level 26, 388 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
Telephone +61 (0)2 9292 9222
Facsimile +61 (0)2 9292 8072
Email investor.relations@iag.com.au
Website www.iag.com.au
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Australia

New Zealand

United Kingdom

100% owned unless indicated
1
RACV is via a distribution relationship and underwriting joint venture with RACV Limited.
2
IAG holds 98.6% voting rights in Safety Insurance, based in Thailand.
3
IAG owns 49% of the general insurance arm of Malaysian-based AmBank Group, AmG Insurance Berhad (AmG), which trades under the AmAssurance brand.
4
IAG owns 26% ownership of SBI General Insurance Company, a joint venture with State Bank of India.
5
IAG owns 20% of Bohai Property Insurance Company Ltd, based in China.
6
IAG owns 30% of AAA Assurance Corporation, based in Vietnam.
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Asia

